
Sarah is a little girl of three years, born to a very big 

multicultural and multireligious family. Every year, 

Sarah gets to enjoy many holidays, celebrating with 

all of her family members. Her happiest holidays are 

Hari Raya, Deepavali and Christmas. While every 

festivity is different in its own way, Sarah’s love for 

her big family allows her to see something similar  

in every one. 

Find out what makes each of these special 

celebrations so close to Sarah’s heart.
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To our big family. 
Thank you for all your love and support.

The glue that holds us 
through and through,
that sparkles smiles,
counts wishes too.

That holds your hands,
gives bubbling glee, 
are the presents and 

presence of your family tree.

William Beale
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Once there was 
a little girl named Sarah.

She had a BIG family.
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And they all loved 
celebrating the holidays.

There were always relatives 
visiting, bearing gifts 

and giving massive hugs!
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There were so many holidays to enjoy!

But Sarah’s absolute dearest holidays 
were Hari Raya,

and 
Christmas.

Deepavali 
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Douglas Goh
Douglas Goh is a creative director trained in 

the dark arts of advertising and graphic design. 

He has won numerous awards in different creative fields 

all over the globe, and often enjoys doodling in his spare time. 

He does not consider himself an illustrator, but it was the 

opportunity to put the doodles he draws to good use that 

spurred him on to work on this series of books with Madeline.

Madeline Beale
Madeline Beale is a writer and a stay-at-home mum 

to two beautiful girls: Sarah and Alaina. In her spare time, 

she enjoys painting, cycling, a great coffee, and spending time 

with her family. Inspired by her daughters’ loving upbringing 

from within their multicultural extended family, Madeline developed 

the Sarah series based on real experiences and her children’s simple 

understanding that no matter what type of family you have or where 

you come from, the most important element is unconditional love. 
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